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No SCA 91°08 HPC's Speedex® Code Adapter Kit turnsFor Mini Speedex
and Premier Speedex@
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Tie TIBBE CMB
or Blitz (pictured)

No TIBBE SWITCH
For Switch Blitz
No TIBBE SHARK
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No TKA-SWITCH
For Switch Blitz
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For Tiger SHARK"
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your duplicator into a code cutting
machine! It works on all Mini Speedex® and
Premier Speedex® Machines. It's faster to cut a key
to a cylinder than to pin a cylinder to a key! Perform
an easy one-time installation and have two machines
in the same space as one. The adapter locks out of
the way when duplicating and holds .500" size plugs
HPC's Speedex® Code Adapter Kit is the
least expensive way for you to start code
cutting!
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both 6 space and 8 space Tibbe keys on yo
Blitz , Switch Blitz or Tiger SHARK machi
These specialty keys are used on some Ford and Jag

With the Tibbe Key Adapter Kit you can cut
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Ecars. Fast, easy, accurate and economical, this adapt
will be a valuable addition to your cutting equipment
The Tibbe Key Adapter Kit comes with everything you
need to cut these high-profit keys, including the adapti
slotter cutter, 2 Allen wrenches and a code card (for al
Blitz“ and Switch Blitz“ Series Key Machines).
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‘With the Tubular Key Adapter Kit you can
convert your Blitz“, Switch Blitz“ or Tiger
SHARK" into a tubular key code machine
It is factory preset to cut standard 7-pin tubular keys
(.375 O.D.) by code. The Tubular Key Adapter fits
in the standard jaw making conversion
quick and easy. The kit comes with an adapter
carbide slotter cutter, a code card (with the Blitz“
and Switch Blitz" models) and an Allen wrench.
Plus, with the included Tubular Key Decoder, you
can quickly decode existing tubular keys
and make new factory originals by code
Fast, easy, accurate and economical, the Tubular
Key Adapter Kit is a valuable addition to your
cutting equipment.
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